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Volume: 71 
Number: 32 
Page:  1 
 
Articles: 
 
“In Between Matter Not Gas, Metal” : Dr. Melvin Cook, director of the Institute of Metals and 
Explosive Research analyzed on properties of plasmas that make it useful in generating 
electricity.  
 
“Fallout Poses No Salt Lake Threat Board of Health Asserts A-Count Not Harmful” : People 
living in Salt Lake demanded the government to build a fallout shelter to protect themselves 
from the radioactive. 
 
“U Prof Translates Aztec Writings” : Dr. Charles, Dibble, head of the Anthropology 
department, translated on Aztec writings, especially manuscripts in the Codex that were not 
finished by de Sahagun. One of its distinctive features is that their language was mostly 
pictographic, similar to modern Chinese writings.  
 
“Air Force ROTC Tells Commander” 
 
“32 Controversial Drawings Displayed” : Fine Arts Museum were open until Nov. 15 to show 
students how aesthetically pleasing it is to see good drawings.  
 
“Reds Set Off 31st Blast in Test Series” 
 
“U Student Asks Critical View of Arab Battle” 
 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 



 

 

“Where Communism’s Winning A Bolder Policy” : Premier Nikita Khrushchev warned the 
United States to not proceed on the nuclear test or else will continue on their bomb attacks.  
 
“Letters to the Editor. Discrimination?” : A student sent a letter to the editor of the Chronicle to 
express dissatisfaction over the content that contains a religious discrimination. He or she 
suggests it goes against Americans’ right to freedom.  
 
“The White Paper” : Dennis White, a student at the University of Utah, emphasized the 
importance of cooperation within communities and criticizes the student government for its lack 
of unity. 
 
“Pianist Stirs Concert Crowd” : Grant Johannesen played the piano exquisitely and one of his 
best performance was Beethoven’s Emporer.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Renting houses on-campus is advertised. 
 2. Part time jobs for servicing, merchandising, and delivering are advertised. 
 3. Fifty dollars of cash reward for finding watch is advertised.   
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
 1. “Little Man on Campus” : criticized prejudiced views toward a person based on  
  one’s action  
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Articles: 
 
“Institute of European Studies Offers Foreign Scholarships” : The school offered $1950 to 
$2350 of scholarships for applicants of the 1962-63 academic year. It is due by December 1.  
 
“1961 Marshall Scholarships Now Available” : United Kingdom University offered  
scholarships to students under 26 years of age. Conditions to receiving scholarship is listed.  
 
“What is a Diploma?”  
 
“A Quiz?” 
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Club Panorama is inviting people to the party on Friday. 
 2. The lecture of Dr. Van Waz, from the research institute, is advertised 
 3. Discussion event about ‘The Mobilization of the National Guard’ is advertised. 
 4. Applications for membership of the Crafts committee is advertised.  



 

 

 5. Zion’s Bookstore is advertised. 
 6. Displays of ‘The Man in the Moon’ at Tower theatres are advertised. 
 7. Shave lotion SIR is advertised. 
 8. Watch brand Hamilton is advertised.  
 9. Time and places of University of Utah events are advertised.  
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Lobos Hand Utah Second Straight Loss” : The detailed information about University of 
Utah’s football game against New Mexico’s Lobos is presented. 
 
“Utah State Aggies Continue Winning Ways in Conference” : The detailed information about 
Utah State Aggies’ football game against BYU.  
 
“Ramblers Edge Ute Frosh, 8-0” : The detailed information about Utah State’s Ramblers 
football game against the Utes.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Mexican and American dishes restaurant advertised 
 2. Ski meeting advertised. 
 3. Arrow’s pullover shirt advertised.  
 4. Mr Catalina’s sweater is advertised.  
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Business College Wins U Approval” : University of Utah College of Business building will be 
constructed on campus and the president Olpin hoped to follow the example of University of 
New Mexico’s Johnson Gymnasium.  
 



 

 

“Majority of One Features Two Guest Players” : Bertha Gersten and Bernard Hughes, the two 
actors perform on the film Majority of One in the Kingsbury Hall auditorium. 
 
“U.N. General Assembly Votes on Nuclear Tests” : Countries in the United Nations had to end 
nuclear tests as 71 countries out of 91 voted to not produce more nuclear weapons.  
 
“World Federalist to Speak at U” 
 
“Navy Officer to Recruit For Officer School” 
 
“Dr. Crampton to Speak on Glen Canyon History” : Dr. Gregory Crampton, the former 
member of the University faculty came on Tuesday to explain historical backgrounds and 
changes that will be brought from the construction of Glen Canyon Dam.  
 
“20 Countries to Present Dinner for U” : The Cosmopolitan club held an international dinner 
that provides diverse options of foods from 20 different countries. Members of the student body 
are welcomed and tickets will be sold in one dollar.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Books to Ballots. A Responsibility” : The author urged university students to attend in local 
elections that determine members of Salt Lake’s City Commission and the city water supply 
issues. 
 
“Letters to the Editor” : Students sent a letter to the editor of Daily Utah Chronicle to ask for 
attending the discussion. The topic is about outlawing war to bring peace and to preempt nuclear 
war. Students also suggest the editor to use resources in the University of Utah main library as it 
contains important government publications. Lastly, they shared their planned trip to Washington 
and plead Chronicle to be more discriminatory in selecting materials and audience.  
 
“This Week We Honor” : It honored Heidi Eldredge, a woman who had contributed 
tremendously to the development of University of Utah.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Housing rents on campus advertised 



 

 

 2. Tutor and part time jobs advertised 
 3. Products advertised  
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
 1. “Little Man on Campus” : criticizes the society that evaluates a person based on one’s  
  appearance.  
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Articles: 
 
“CE Students Prepare to Elect Queen” 
 
“Noted Scientist Scheduled to Discuss man in space” : Dr. Ralph E. Lapp, the scientist and the 
former nuclear physicist during World War II lectured in the Union ballroom about man in 
space. 
 
“Air Force ROTC Tells Cadet Officer Assignments”  : Cadet officers were announced and the 
group commander is Cadet Colonel Lucius M. Ward.  
 
“Browsing Room to Play Music I List” 
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised The Saturday Evening Post 
 2. Advertised Tower theatres 
 3. Advertised orchestra cocert of Mantovani 
 4. Advertised Artcarved, diamond and wedding rings. 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Air Force Takes Inner - ROTC Football Title” 
 
“Zito, Pine Nab Weekly Utah Honors” : Ute coaches selected Dennis Zito as a back of the week 
and selected Ed Pine as a lineman of the week.  



 

 

 
“Co-RecBowling, Table Tennis Entries Close” : Deadline for the submission of table tennis 
entries were on Friday. 
 
“Pi Kaps Win B Division Championship”  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised The Saturday Evening Post 
 2. Advertised Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Dr. Crampton Reviews Chapter of Utah History” : Dr. Crampton worked at the Utah-National 
Park to keep a record of Glen Canyon, that may be inundated by the reservoir. He asserted that 
the canyon is a historically important place as Spanish, Mormon explorers, and Navajo Indians 
passed by in the old days.  
 
“Lapp Speaks on Man in Space” : Dr. Ralph E. Lapp, a renowned scientist in the field of 
modern science, lectured on ‘Man in Space’ to students, faculty, and townspeople.  
 
“World Federalist Asks Change” : Sanford Z. Persons, legislative director of the United World 
Federalist argued United Nations must have more power to bring peace and freedom within the 
society. He added on that the reinforcement of UN power would protect countries from 
communist forces.  
 
“Student Court Enforcement Emphasized” : Tony Cannon, president of the Senate, claimed 
there may be possible changes in Senate legislation including enforcing the Student Court.  
 
“Con Harrison, Christensen, Win Election” 
 
“Mayor Wagner Triumphs; Hughes Upsets N.J. Vote” : Robert F. Wagner, a Democrat, 
became the mayor of New York City. Richard J. Hughes became the governor of New Jersey. In 
Germany, Konrad Adeqnauer was reelected chancellor of West Germany. Lastly, flames swept 
Los Angeles, destroying many residental areas.  
 
“AWS Prepares Dance, Election” 
 



 

 

List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised the concert of a guitarist Carlos Montoya 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Letters to the Editor” : Executive Council asked for help to the editor to promote their weekly 
movie program. They believed those movies are masterpieces, but not well-known, so the 
participate rate had been low. They also expressed concerns over the spread of Communism and 
lastly urged the news media to be more open to sensitive and adult topics such as cigarette 
coverages.  
 
“Hitchhiking Through Europe” : Ralph Vanderheide, a university student, shared his living 
experience in Spain. He also touched on the low salary of Spain workers to make their livings.  
 
“Passing Class Equals Copying Math” : A statistics class at Texas Technological College was 
hard to follow up as the professor erased note on the board soon after he had written it down.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised the rent on-campus 
 2. Advertised helping find lost properties 
 3. Advertised some sales including guitar, sewing machine, heater and so on 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“International Periscope Opens with Kenya Talk” : Isaya Owala, a Fulbright scholar in 
education, talked about the educational, cultural, and political systems in Kenya. Following his 
presentation, on every Wednesday, different guests shared about their countries’ systems in all 
aspects to enhance understanding of various countries’ cultures.  



 

 

 
“2 Debate Teams Return with No Defeat” : The two Utes debating teams dominated at the El 
Camino, Jr. College Debate tournaments. In the future fixtures, they compete with western 
schools.  
 
“Library Handbook” 
 
“CE Queen Elected” 
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised Ford, the motor company. 
 2. Advertised Oxford shop, which sells men’s shoes. 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“B Division Champs” 
 
“Borich, Hertzfeldt Keep Skyline Lead” : Hertzfeldt is a passing leader among all other college 
football players and Borich is the best pass receiver thus far.  
 
“Texas Tops National Poll” : Texas and Alabama moved to first and second in UPI rankings, 
while Michigan State and Mississippi dropped in ranks to seventh and eighth.  
 
“Utah-Colorado Series Goes Back to 1903” : The last Utah victory against Colorado in football 
was in 1948 and it shows how immense Colardo’s performance was for several decades.  
 
“English Tackle Needed” 
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised Zion’s bookstore. 
 2. Advertised Tower theatres. 
 3. Advertised Old Spice, the hair tonic brand.  
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Jim and Rosalie Sorrells Plan U Folksong Concert” : Jim and Rosalie Sorrells held the 
folksong concert in the Union ballroom. Rosalie is a folksong singer known for covering unique 
topics such as a life of pioneer and cowboy.  
 
“Author Tells Audiance of Fallout, Neutron Bomb” : Dr. Ralph E Lapp hoped the United 
States to halt working on the nuclear test as it aggravates the relationship with the Soviet Union. 
Moreover, it covered how public back in that times thought about scientists.  
 
“Senator Election” 
 
“Planes Launch Bomb Raid on Ecuador” : Three Ecuador jet fighters attacked Quito on 
Wednesday to remove Jose Maria Velasco from the presidency.  
 
“Ballet Professor to Tell Dance Training, Future” : Professor William F. Christensen, the 
founder of the University Theater Ballet Department and the San Francisco Opera Ballet 
Company talked everything about ballet; from its basics to its possible applications in one’s 
future career.  
 
“Sigma Chi’s Plan For Derby Days” : Many women at the college gathered and celebrated 
Derbey Days by playing many activities including baking. 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Tribute to Cooperation” : The architectural exhibit that was once removed due to its 
obstruction of the hallway was reduced to a smaller form. The cooperation between the Union 
Board and Board of Regents were well shown.  
 



 

 

“Periscope 61” : Louis Beaudoin, a student at the University of Utah, believed people do not 
understand the true meaning of freedom. Thus, he recommended students to take a lecture of 
Vice-President Dykstra which he thought to well define and explain freedom in the context of 
Americans.  
 
“Audience Applauds Production” : A comedy play ‘The Captain and the Kings’ was held in 
Tokyo in the University Theatre Production and it won a lot of praise for dealing with 
intercultural relationships.  
 
“Letters to the Editor” : A student expresses concerns over cigarette usages on campus. He or 
she believes throwing away cigarettes carelessly may catch fire on buildings and cost many 
people’s lives.  
 
“Solution” 
 
“New Hours Announced” : The Intercultural Studies Library extended its library hours. 
 
“Changing Times” 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Club Panorama Sets Date For Dinner, Dance, Show” : Club Panorama invited people to eat 
and dance in the Union Panorama room.  
 
“Aquamaid Tryouts” 
 
“International Dinner Planned For Saturday” : The students from abroad commitee and 
Cosmopolitan club holded an international dinner to get to know about different countries’ 
cultures.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised ‘his’, men sportswear. 
 2. Advertised Oxford Shop, a brand for men’s shoes. 
 3. Advertised ‘IBM’, a company that helps to guide your future path.  



 

 

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Nosin’ Around” : University of Utah Board of Regents decided to improve on the facility of a 
basketball court, expecting many benefits. As U of U have a strong basketball team, they hope to 
attract more audience and hold a playoff at their homecourt.  
 
“Grosscup Unhappy with Giants” : Lee Grosscup, a former quarterback at the University of 
Utah played for the New York Giants, but he was unahppy with the playing time he was given. 
He considered moving the team after this year. 
 
“Jack Gardner Writes Book on Basketball” : Jack Gardner, Utah’s basketball coach, published 
his own book regarding his know-how in making a good basketball team.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised the movie ‘The Sheepman’. 
 2. Advertised ‘Viggo’s Toggery, a brand for crew socks. 
 3. Advertised Tower theatres. 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Ballet Lecture Relates Culture with Survival” : Professor Willam F. Christensen defined what 
ballet is and argued that ballet can be linked to cultural values of the American society.  
 
“Utah NSA Plans Workshop” 
 



 

 

“Ute Artist Series to Host Guitarist Carlos Montoya” : Carlos Montoya, known for playing 
Flamenco music, was invited as a special guest for the concert in Kingsbury Hall. He published 
many of his works regarding Flamenco guitar and symphony orchestra. 
 
“ID Card Photos” 
 
“ASUU Chooses Pugsley for New York Visit” : Phil Pugsley, chairman of the Union Board 
attended the important student conference held by the United Nations. Many important figures 
around the world including the prime minister of India also participated in this event.  
 
“Kall to Air Dykstra Talk on Conditions of Freedom” : Dr. Daniel J. Dykstra is a professor of 
law and academic vice president of the University of Utah. His recorded speech about freedom 
was broadcasted over the world. It talked about how freedom in societal settings, especially in 
terms of academic, is important.  
 
“U.S. , Britain Oppose Africa Proposal” : United States and Britain opposed to United Nation’s 
forceful way of designating Africa as a denuclearized neutral zone. They argued African nations 
have rights to choose on their foreign policies.  
 
“26 Educators Study on Utah Campus” : Educators abroad are enrolled one semester on Utah 
Campus to examine the style of American education. Their native lands vary and they hope to 
take away many educational tips from this opportunity.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Balance Between War and Peace” : The following editorial was brought from the University 
of Missouri and it criticized how Germany was divided into two countries due to the fight 
between dominant forces: European countries, Soviet Union, and United States.  
 
“The Round Table” : Albert Camus, the Noble Prize winning French author-journalist 
addressed on the dilemma of the society. He did not lecture on this topic on-campus. Camus 
mostly touched on the concept of nihilism and liberty and the value of a society.  
 



 

 

“Letters to the Editor” : Greg C. Dehaan, a student at the University of Utah, requested to allow 
the school card’s privileges to be transferrable to other people. He believed his dad had right to 
see the school football game for free as the cost of such practices is included in his tuition. 
Another student Ronald Thoms asked to improve on-campus cafeteria services by hiring a 
busboy who can serve and clear away dishes.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised renting houses on campus. 
 2. Advertised part time work. 
 3. Advertised some sales such as a tape recorder. 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Utes Assert Opinions on U.S. A-Tests” : Universiy of Utah students commented on whether 
United States should proceed on their nuclear tests after the report of Russia’s nuclear testing. 
Opposing sides to the nuclear testing mostly claimed that they already have good weapons to 
fight against the Soviet Union. Moreover, some claimed that pioneering in halting nuclear test 
would help United States appear themselves as a good nation working for peace. On the other 
hand, majority of the proposing side’s arguments were that the military should not fall behind in 
nuclear testing and continually pressure the Soviet Union.  
 
“Live Talent Looks for Live Talent”  : The ‘Live Talent’ committee announced that they are 
recruiting people interested in performing infront of the audience.  
 
“Chrony Staffers Return from ACP Convention”  : Two Chronicle representatives returned 
from the conference of Associated Collegiate Press and went over their progress as a media thus 
far.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised Zion’s Bookstore. 
 2. Advertised George Brent Quartet, a party lounge 
 3. Advertised Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Curtain to Rise on New Student Activitiy” : A new student program called ‘the University 
Players’ was launched to nurture talents in various fields including actors, writers, set designers 
and so on. Mr. Mc Grath, the university faculty, expressed his desire to follow the successful 
path of eastern university.  
 
“Phi Delt’s to Choose Plain Jane” 
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised Hygeia, a place to iceskate and swim. 
 2. Advertised ‘Bell Telephone Companies’, a brand which serves communication   
  services. 
 3. Advertised auto insurance rates.  
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Spur of the Month” : Mary Anne Koller was designated as a Spur of the month by contributing 
to various activities. 
 
“Club Panorama Schedules Event Tonight” : Club Panorama again planned on the dancing and 
dinner event. 
 
“Utah Hosts Home Ec Workshop” : Utah State University and Brigham Young University 
students majoring in home economics attended the workshop.  
 
“U AFROTC Cadets Plan Flying Lessons” : Four senior Air Force ROTC cadets attended the 
flying instruction program and gained an opportunity to receive advanced real-life training.  
 



 

 

“Summer School in Europe Offered by NYU” : New York University announced their summer 
school program in Europe which enables students to experience diverse courses in a short 
amount of time. 
 
 
“Banquet Readied” 
 
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised French bicycles racing. 
 2. Advertised a church called ‘First Unitarian Society.’ 
 3. Advertised contact lenses of ‘Standard Optical Company.’ 
 4. Advertised Tower theatres. 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles: 
 
“Dr. M. Cook to Receive Utah Award” : Dr. Melvin A. Cook, director of the Institute of Metals 
and Explosives Research, won the Utah Award for his outstanding contributions to the field of 
chemistry in Salt Lake.  
 
“Architects Show Shell Structures”  
 
“Sociologists Looks at Religion”  
 
List of Advertisements: 
 1. Advertised social calendar of the University of Utah.  
 2. Advertised Mikado, the Japanese restaurant.  
 3. Advertised Bennett Ford. 
 4. Advertised ZCMI, men’s clothings brand. 
 5. Advertised Utah Symphony, a concert.  
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 


